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Introduction   

 

This updated sample of the AQA Anthology: Paris includes a great majority of the texts 
that will form the final published anthology.  

 

The AQA Anthology: Paris has been designed to support the Remembered places topic of 
both AS component 2 and A-level component 1. In this area of the course, students 
explore speech and writing from a variety of genres. They study a wide range of linguistic 
and generic features, as well as related issues around questions of representation and 
viewpoint in texts, taken from a range of time periods. The anthology offers opportunities 
for detailed exploration of the ubiquitous nature of narrative and systematic study of the 
representation of place. 

 

This anthology offers a varied collection of text types with a particular emphasis on non-
fiction & non literary material. The anthology includes:  

• examples of travel writing from different eras and perspectives, from memoirs and 
personal reflections of life in Paris, to guidebooks written for different purposes and 
audiences 

• transcripts of natural speech such as the personal narratives of individuals who have 
lived in or visited Paris 

• digital texts that will provide examples of represented speech including video travel 
guides, news reels, adverts and podcast tours 

• web based resources such as forums and blogs. 

 

The anthology will be available in both traditional print format but also as a digital resource 
in our AQA English e-Library. Our new English e-Library, developed with Cambridge 
University Press, will bring literary authors and non-fiction texts to life in your classroom by 
providing a wealth of ways to access texts, whatever the learning preferences of your 
students. 

To learn more about our new English e-Library visit our website: 

http://www.aqa.org.uk/resources/english/teach/english-e-library 
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The following key is used for transcriptions: 

Key 

(.)  indicates a pause of less than a second 

(2)  indicates a longer pause (number of seconds indicated) 

Bold  indicates stressed syllables or words 

: :  indicates elongation of a word 

((italics)) indicates contextual or additional information 

[   ]  indicates the start and end points of simultaneous speech 
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Brief contextualisations for each text 
 

 Text 1 ‘Stories are Waiting in Paris’, Eurostar advert (video) 

  ‘Stories are Waiting in Paris’ is a video advertisement for Eurostar that appeared 
on the company's official YouTube channel. The narrator is male with a French 
accent. 
 

 Text 2 from Mile by Mile London to Paris, Reginald Piggott and Matt Thompson 

  Reginald Pigott is a book cartographer and Matt Thompson is a researcher at 
the National Railway Museum in York. Mile By Mile London to Paris outlines the 
routes taken by the Golden Arrow train service that ran from both sides of the 
English Channel, from London to Dover and from Calais to Paris, between 1926 
and 1971, and the current Eurostar service that has linked the UK to France 
since 1994. 
 

 Text 3 from Neither Here Nor There: Travels in Europe, Bill Bryson 

  Bill Bryson is an American author who has written a number of travel memoirs, 
as well as popular books on science and languages. Neither Here Nor There: 
Travels in Europe tells the story of his journey through Europe in 1990. The 
chapter on Paris includes memories of an earlier trip he made to the city in the 
1970s. 
 

 Text 4 from The Most Beautiful Walk in the World: A Pedestrian in Paris, John Baxter 

  John Baxter is an Australian author, who has published work in science fiction 
and film studies. He has lived in Paris since 1989. The Most Beautiful Walk in 
the World: A Pedestrian in Paris is part-memoir, part tour of the city, describing 
various walks that can be taken through Paris, and telling the story of the city's 
places and people who lived and live there. 
 

 Text 5 ‘Paris City Guide’, Lonely Planet travel video 

  'Paris City Guide' is a video travel guide produced by Lonely Planet, which 
appeared on their official YouTube channel. The guide gives brief background 
information about Paris, explores what the city is famed for and suggests what 
visitors might do and see during their stay.  The narrator is female with a north 
American accent. 
 

 Text 6 Personal narrative: Anna (transcript) 

  This text is part of a set of personal narratives from a mother (Anna) and her 
daughter (Zara) about their time spent in Paris. Anna moved to Paris with her 
family in 1968 and lived there for twenty years. 
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 Text 7 Personal narrative: Zara (transcript) 

  This text is part of a set of personal narratives from a mother (Anna) and her 
daughter (Zara) about their time spent in Paris. Anna moved to Paris with her 
family in 1968 and lived there for twenty years. 

 
 Text 8 from Breathless: An American Girl in Paris, Nancy Miller 

  Nancy Miller is an American academic who has written a number of 
autobiographical works. Breathless: An American Girl in Paris is an account of 
her time in Paris, where she lived and studied, during the 1960s. 
 

 Text 9 ‘Around the World in 80 Dates’ by Jennifer Cox, from City-lit Paris 

  Jennifer Cox is a British TV presenter and travel writer. Around the World in 80 
Dates is an account of how she left her job as head of public relations for Lonely 
Planet and travelled round the world in search of a soul-mate. 
 

 Text 10 ‘What do you wish someone had told you – Paris Île de France’, Trip Advisor 
travel forum 

  This text is taken from the Paris forum on Trip Advisor, a message board where 
individuals can plan trips, place reviews and contribute to message board posts. 
This is a selection from a post on 'What do you wish someone had told you 
Paris Île de France?’. 
 

 Text 11 ‘Visiting Paris’, Mike and Sophia (transcript) 

  This text is part of a set of multi-speaker and one-speaker discourse involving 
three speakers Isabelle, Mike and Sophia talking about their memories of 
visiting or living in Paris. All three are students at a university in the East 
Midlands. Mike and Sophia were born in the UK but Isabelle was born in France 
and lived there until she was a teenager. 
 

 Text 12 Rick Steves’ Walking Tour of the Louvre Museum (podcast and maps) 

  This text is taken from the website of Rick Steves, an American author and TV 
presenter famous for his guidebooks, radio and TV shows and podcasts on 
travelling in Europe. His website www.ricksteves.com offers free guides and 
downloads. Along with the podcast transcript are maps produced by Rick 
Steves to support his Louvre museum tour. 
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 Text 13 from French Milk, Lucy Knisley  

  Lucy Knisley is an American comic artist and author. She has worked as a 
freelance writer and teacher for many years, and maintains a website and blog 
www.lucyknisley.com. French Milk is an illustrated and photographic journal of a 
six week trip she took to Paris with her mother. 
 

 Text 14 ‘Understanding Chic’ from Paris was Ours, Natasha Fraser-Cavassoni 

  Natasha Fraser-Cavassoni is a British author, biographer, journalist and 
magazine editor. She has written on a range of subjects including film, fashion 
and architecture. She initially lived in Paris in her twenties and now permanently 
resides there with her husband and children. 'Understanding Chic' tells the story 
of her first visit to Paris as a teenager. 
 

 Text 15 ‘Memories of places in Paris’, Isabelle and Sophia (transcript) 

  This text is part of a set of multi-speaker and one-speaker discourse involving 
three speakers Isabelle, Mike and Sophia talking about their memories of 
visiting or living in Paris. All three are students at a university in the East 
Midlands. Mike and Sophia were born in the UK but Isabelle was born in France 
and lived there until she was a teenager. 
 

 Text 16 ‘Ten Things My Kids Say They Will Miss About Paris’ from Just Another 
American in Paris blog 

  This post is from a blog Just Another American in Paris. The blogger, an 
American named Anne, lived in Paris with her family for four years before 
returning to Washington DC. In this post, Anne recounts what her children will 
miss about Paris when they return to the USA. 

 Text 17 ‘18 Months Later…’ from Just Another American in Paris blog 

  This post is from a blog Just Another American in Paris. The blogger, an 
American named Anne, lived in Paris with her family for four years before 
returning to Washington DC. In this post, Anne recounts her family’s first trip 
back to Paris after they had returned to the USA. 

 Text 18 ‘Encore Une Fois’ from Just Another American in Paris blog 

  This post is from a blog Just Another American in Paris. The blogger, an 
American named Anne, lived in Paris with her family for four years before 
returning to Washington DC. In this post, Anne recounts another family trip to 
Paris during the Thanksgiving holidays. 

 Text 19 ‘Travelling to Paris with a grandchild’, Gransnet forum 

  This text is taken from a forum on Gransnet, a website dedicated to 
grandparents, featuring news, features and advice on being a grandparent. The 
forum offers users the opportunity to share their experiences of grandparenting. 
This extract is from a post on 'Travelling to Paris with a grandchild'. 
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 Text 20 ‘Paris for Children’ from The Rough Guide to Paris, Rough Guides 

  This text is an extract from the 'Paris for Children' section of The Rough Guide 
to Paris, a guide to visiting Paris. It includes maps, details of places to visit, and 
information about the city. 
 

 Text 21 ‘Introduction’ from Not for Parents: Paris Everything You Ever Wanted to Know, 
Klay Lamprell 
 

  This text is an extract from a 'Not for Parents' guidebook published by Lonely 
Planet and aimed at children from the age of 7+. It includes details of places to 
visit in Paris, facts about them, and a range of information about the history and 
culture of the city. 
 

 Text 22 ‘Inside Out and Upside Down’ from Not for Parents: Paris Everything You Ever 
Wanted to Know, Klay Lamprell 
 

  This text is an extract from a 'Not for Parents' guidebook published by Lonely 
Planet and aimed at children from the age of 7+. It includes details of places to 
visit in Paris, facts about them, and a range of information about the history and 
culture of the city. The section titled ‘Inside Out and Upside Down’ gives 
information about the famous Pompidou centre. 
 

 Text 23 ‘Dem Bones’ from Not for Parents: Paris Everything You Ever Wanted to Know, 
Klay Lamprell 
 

  This text is an extract from a 'Not for Parents' guidebook published by Lonely 
Planet and aimed at children from the age of 7+. It includes details of places to 
visit in Paris, facts about them, and a range of information about the history and 
culture of the city. The section titled ‘Dem Bones’ is about the catacombs that 
lay below the surface of the city. 
 

 Text 24 ‘Cruise the Carousels’ from Not for Parents: Paris Everything You Ever Wanted 
to Know, Klay Lamprell 

   
This text is an extract from a 'Not for Parents' guidebook published by Lonely 
Planet and aimed at children from the age of 7+. It includes details of places to 
visit in Paris, facts about them, and a range of information about the history and 
culture of the city. The section titled ‘Cruise the Carousels’ gives historical 
information on carousels and how they came about. 
 

 Text 25 from On Paris, Ernest Hemingway 

  Ernest Hemingway (1899-1961) was an American author and journalist who 
moved to Paris in the 1920s. Whilst there he worked as a foreign correspondent 
for the Toronto Star Weekly. This text contains a selection of pieces he wrote for 
the paper on aspects of life in Paris. 
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 Text 26 from Foreign Correspondent: Paris in the Sixties, Peter Lennon 

  Peter Lennon (1930-2011) was an Irish journalist, who moved to Paris and 
covered events from there for The Guardian newspaper throughout the 1960s. 
He was also a short story writer, and wrote and directed the film Rocky Road to 
Dublin, a documentary on politics and the government in the Republic of Ireland. 
Foreign Correspondent: Paris in the Sixties is his account of leaving Ireland for 
Paris, and his reflections on his time there. 
 

 Text 27 ‘Paris Riots 1968’, British Pathé (video) 

  This is a news report of the Paris riots in 1968, taken from the website of British 
Pathé, a news and film archive. The narrator is male and speaks with a 
Received Pronunciation accent. 
 

 Text 28 from Seven Ages of Paris, Alistair Horne 

  Alastair Horne is a British historian and biographer. Initially a journalist, he has 
written extensively on the history of nineteenth-century France. Seven Ages of 
Paris is a history of Paris from 1160-1969. 
 

 Text 29 ‘Letters from France 1790–1796’, from Travel Writing 1700–1830: An Anthology, 
Helen Maria Williams 
 

  Helen Maria Williams (1759-1827) was an English writer who supported the 
principles of the French Revolution and moved to Paris in 1790. From that time 
until 1796, she published a series of letters in support of the revolutionary 
movement in France. This text contains a selection of those letters. 
 

 Text 30 ‘Paris: Fine French Food’, Lonely Planet travel video 

  'Paris: Fine French Food' is a video travel guide produced by Lonely Planet, 
which appeared on their official YouTube channel. The video explores the 
Parisian obsession with food and wine and Paris’ role as the gastronomic capital 
of the world. The narrator is male with an antipodean accent. 
 

 Text 31 from The Sweet Life in Paris:  Delicious Adventures in the World’s Most 
Glorious and Perplexing City, David Lebowitz 
 

  David Lebowitz is a professional chef turned full time writer, who left the United 
States to live in Paris in 2004. He publishes books on baking and maintains a 
blog at http://www.davidlebovitz.com. The Sweet Life in Paris is his story of 
moving to Paris and his observations on the place and its culture. Each chapter 
in the book is followed by a recipe. 
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 Text 32 ‘Eating in Paris’, Isabelle, Mike and Sophia (transcript) 

  This text is part of a set of multi-speaker and one-speaker discourse involving 
three speakers Isabelle, Mike and Sophia talking about their memories of 
visiting or living in Paris. All three are students at a university in the East 
Midlands. Mike and Sophia were born in the UK but Isabelle was born in France 
and lived there until she was a teenager. 
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Text 1: ‘Stories are Waiting in Paris’, Eurostar advert 
 
 

 
 

 
Transcript 

((hurdy-gurdy style music plays)) 

Narrator: maybe (.) maybe you’ll go left ((footsteps)) (1) maybe you’ll go right 

((rollerblading)) ((clattering sound, pigeons scatter)) (1) maybe you’ll go up 

((footsteps, skipping sound)) (1) down ((wooshing sound)) (.) round and round 

((mechanical clicking sound, child's yell)) (1) maybe you’ll go here (1) or there (1) to 

this place ((live music)) (1) that place (.) maybe you’ll meet him ((arrow appears on 

screen pointing to man)) (.) her ((kissing sound)) (.) perhaps them (.) hopefully not 

him. (.) maybe you see this (1) ((dog barks)) hear that ((parrot squawks, siren)) (1) 

eat this (1) maybe you’ll get lost (1) maybe it will rain ((rain)) (.) you shelter here 

and this will happen (2) but maybe it won’t rain (.) instead you’ll go there (.) and fall 
in love (.) with this ((car starts, door shuts)) (2) stories are waiting ((written text 

appears on screen: ‘STORIES ARE WAITING’)) ((music fades, train door slides 

shut)) ((written texts appears on screen: ‘Eurostar, #wheninparis’)) 
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Text 5: ‘Paris City Guide’, Lonely Planet travel video 
 
 

 
 
 

Transcript 

((French-style, beat-heavy music plays)) 

((written appears across screen: Lonely Planet logo)) (4) 

((written text appears across screen: ‘PARIS CITY GUIDE’)) (4) 

Narrator: the city of light is the capital of France (.) and the epitome of romance (.) 

culture (.) and beauty (2) home to over two million people (.) Paris straddles the river 

Seine (.) and is divided into twenty districts called arrondissements (.) each with its 

own personality (2) ((whooshing sound, new, more traditional French music starts)) 

the heart of Paris has changed little since the mid nineteenth century (.) when its 

grand boulevards and art nouveau apartments were built (1) strict planning 

regulations have preserved its layout (.) and ensured an almost total absence of 

high-rises (1) to fully appreciate the city's charms (1.) you're best exploring Paris on 

foot (1) take a leisurely stroll along the Seine (.) or wander the cobblestone streets of 

Montmartre ((written text appears across screen: ‘Clos Monmatre, near the junction 

of Rue des Saules and Rue Saint-Vincent is the last remaining vineyard in Paris.’)) 

(6) 
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((music stops, whooshing sound, new, jauntier French music starts)) 

Narrator: Paris probably has more familiar landmarks than any other city on Earth 

(1) once a fortress and royal residence (.) the iconic Louvre is the city's greatest 

gallery (.) specialising in art from the Middle Ages (.) to the 1848 Revolution (3) 

((music continues, whooshing sound)) stroll the Champs-Élysées to reach the 

mighty Arc de Triomphe (2) commissioned by Napoleon to celebrate his greatest 
military victories (4) ((music stops, whooshing sound, new music starts)) the Eiffel 

Tower is the most famous fixture on the city's skyline (.) built for the World Fair in 

1889 ((written text appears on screen: ‘The Eiffel Tower changes height with the 

seasons.  It expands in summer and shrinks in winter.’)) (8) 

((music stops, whooshing sound, contemporary dance music starts)) 

Narrator: Parisians live and breathe fashion (.) have an innate sense of style (.) and 

dress with meticulous care (1) you can get the look (.) and max your credit card (.) in 

the boutiques of the Rue du Faubourg Saint-Honoré (.) often cited as the world's 

most fashionable address (2) ((music stops, whooshing sound, new, more 

traditional French music starts)) the side streets of Paris are full of quirky boutiques 

and specialty stores (1) ((ambient street-level sounds begin)) locals buy their 

pastries at the patisserie (.) bread at the boulangerie (.) and cheese from the 

fromagerie (.) this style of shopping not only offers a wealth of expertise (.) but a 

perfect excuse for Parisians to talk about their favourite subject (1) food (.) fresh 

ingredients ((louder ambient sounds begin)) (.) great chefs (.) and the refined style of 

French cooking (.) make Paris one of the best places on Earth to be hungry (.) 

((street level sounds)) and if you subscribe to even half of the superlatives thrown at 

this city (.) it's one of the best places to be (.) full stop 

((written text appears across screen: ‘Lonely Planet logo’)) (4) 

((ambient street sounds fade, music stops)) 
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Text 6: Personal Narrative:  Anna (transcript) 
 
 
Anna: (3) I feel like I should say “hi” (.) so (.) hi (.) this is Anna here (.)  and I’m 

going to talk about Paris (.) I (.) in fact lived there a long time ago (.) I 

moved there with my family in 1968 (.) and (.) my family moved away back 

to England in 1989 (1) 

but erm (1) what I like about Paris architecturally is (.) erm (.) unlike 

London which is built around high streets and (.) lots of houses where 

people live and nothing much goes on (.) erm everywhere in Paris has 

shops and bars and cafes and residential (.) buildings and so when you 

walk around Paris (.) erm y-you’re never in the middle of nowhere (1) 

you’re always somewhere really interesting (.) erm and I like that (2) 

also cause (.) erm all the buildings (.) are sort of all different (.) so you 

don’t get the rows and rows of terraced houses which are quite 

monotonous like you get in London (.) erm (.) so (.) I like that (.) I like the 

(.) erm the fact that streets all go off in different directions (1) you get big 

wide avenues and little cobbled streets with lots of character (.) and 

streets that go up into big hills (.) that cross over other streets over 

bridges underneath and yeah it’s just got lots of character (.) and (.) I think 

the buildings (.) erm also have lots of interesting (.) architectural detail (.) 

and when you go inside the buildings you often discover really lovely 

interior courtyards and secret gardens hidden and (.) lots of lovely art 

deco (.) iron (1) fences and detail and things (.) erm (1)  

what else architecturally obviously there’s (.) erm everything is (1) erm (.) 

centred around the river (.) the Seine which runs through the middle of it 

(.) so you’re always erm either on the left bank or the right bank and that 

(.) has a very distinct flavour and (.) erm (1) and let’s see (1)  

travel (1) the metro is very good and easy to use and (.) probably the 

quickest way to get around (.) in Paris (.) also (.) erm I think when you’re 

in the (.) London underground (1) it feels very different (.) than the Paris 

metro (1) it feels definitely like all kinds of people use the Paris metro (1) 

erm (1) 
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well generally the difference erm I don’t know if this fits in place but (.) a 

big difference in Paris and London there’s (.) a big culture difference in 

Paris (.) everybody looks at everybody (1) so when you pass people you 

look at each other (.) in the eyes and (1) some people might find that 

unsettling (.) cause you can go everywhere in London and nobody looks 

at anyone (1) but the nice thing I think is people feel noticed and 

recognised and (1) I don’t know (.) there’s (.) maybe feels like there’s 

more connection (1) 

I always think (1) maybe it also explains a little bit why the French culture 

is a bit more conservative in terms of (.) how people look and dress (1) I 

think they’re very (.) conscious of (.) doing their fashion in the right way 

because they’re being scrutinised all the time (.) as opposed to in America 

or in Britain where people tend to be a bit louder and a bit more eccentric 

with what they wear because (.) that way maybe people will look at them 

(2)  

but anyway erm (.) so that (.) is erm hmmhmm (.) so (.) shops (.) and 

weather hmm erm (1) what you notice is I think when you go to different 

places is (.) I love looking in food shops (.) cause food always looks more 

exciting in different countries Boulangeries and patisseries and the 

different types of cakes and breads (.) erm and everything is always so 

nicely presented (1)  

actually the other thing I noticed, we were working in Paris last week and I 

remembered (.) I think there’s a very different way of presenting things in 

shop windows and I’ve always loved (.) French erm toy shops and kid 

shops I think they have a really really (.) great way of presenting toys and 

baby clothes somehow (1) I’m not sure what the difference is but it makes 

you want to go in and (.) and (.) look at them all (.) the weather is pretty 

much the same as in London so I don’t think there’s much to say about 

that (1) it rains and it’s sunny (.) and personal experience is meeting 

friends erm (.) my (.) oh the other yeah (1) something about Paris which 

again is very different (.) to London is that social life is very much centred 

around people’s homes and families and friends (1) which makes it (.) I 
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think tough for people who come from abroad (.) it makes it maybe a little 

bit harder to meet (.) Parisians because you need to be invited to dinners 

and to (.) weekends away and things like that and people (.) get together 

(.) they play cards and although that’s probably not the case anymore that 

everything’s (.) computer games (1) 

but erm people do (.) their social life seems to be much more about 

gathering together in people’s homes (.) and less about going to pubs and 

erm (.) although of course café culture is quite big (.) as well but it maybe 

is just a little bit harder (.) for an outsider to come and meet people (.) er in 

that kind of way (.) but (.) erm (.) but yeah (.) when I’m away from Paris I-I 

really miss cafes (.) when I’m away from London I miss pubs so I don’t 

know (1) erm (1)  

and going out definitely cinemas (.) I miss (.) I miss the cinemas er from 

Paris where there is a huge (.) film culture and you can see (1) any time of 

day (1) any time of year (.) you can see the brand new films (1) you can 

see them in French (.) you can see them in English with subtitles (.) you 

can see old black and white films (.) you can see art films (.) and a film 

that comes out will stay out for quite a long time (.) so you don’t have to 

rush to see it in its first week (.) erm so (.) I love that about Paris and it’s 

also quite a bit cheaper (.) erm (.) than in London (1) and I’m going to stop 

talking now and let Zara speak (3)  

I didn’t know if erm (1) if it was good to mention specific places in Paris as 

well (.) and the places I love (.) I love erm going to the Galerie Vivienne (.) 

in Paris which is near the Bourse (.) and all those old (.) galleries where 

you go in a bit like in Hugo Cabret, (.) and they’ve got (.) antique 

bookshops and they’ve got (.) tea rooms and they’ve got (.) all kinds of 

things (1) actually a lot of (.) people then have modern offices in these 

places and they’re vaulted (.) ceilings and beautiful architecture and tiles 

(.) and you go through and you’re like in a different (.) world (1) they’re 

beautiful (2)  

and in fact (.) erm when I go to Paris nowadays I stay (.) with a friend (.) 

one of my friends I grew up with (.) who has a flat on the Rue Lafayette 
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which is very close to the Gare Du Nord so perfect when you come in 

from London on the Eurostar (.) and the walk between hers (.) which is in 

the tenth arrondissement (.) down to the maree (.) erm (.) is just an 

amazingly great walk and you walk through (.) you can walk through all 

these galleries (.) which go through (.) masses of buildings that you don’t 

necessarily (.) see and then you go through them and you (.) find these 

amazing old book shops and we found this great (.) bookshop that was 

mainly just graphic novels and comics (.) and (.) just amazing place 

anyway so I thought I’d mention that (.) if you walk down all the way to the 

Palais Royale which is lovely (.) and erm yeah (1) voilà 
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Text 7: Personal Narrative: Zara (transcript) 
 
 
Zara: erm (.) hi. (.) this is Zara (.) erm talking about (.) Parisian culture. (.) erm 

(1) I (1) am younger than my mum so I haven’t (.) spent as many years in 

Paris as she has (.) erm but I do find (.) that I keep going back there (.) 

because I do love it a lot (.) erm (1)  

so (1) I kind of (.) I guess my first memories of going there (.) is (.) as a 

very small child and (.) I guess being a bit underwhelmed because it just 

feels like you’re in London but you’re not (.) like it doesn’t (.) I don’t know 

(.) I (.) there was a time when we (.) went on holiday and my parents 

heard me saying in the night to my sister (1) What is this this isn’t the real 

Paris. his isn’t Disneyland Paris (.) erm (.) so (.) I think it just (.) I guess as 

a small child it’s a bit (1) you don’t get as excited in the same way by 

things unless they’re (.) rollercoasters or something (.) erm (1)  

but (.) going back (.) I just (.) really really fell in love with it in that kind of 

clichéd way that people love Paris (.) erm. (.) and (.) I love it for all sorts of 

things (.) erm (1) the (.) I’m talking about the fashion (.) erm I think (.) 

Paris has a very big reputation for being very chic and trendy and 

fashionable (.) erm (1) but (.) it is (.) like it’s (1) you can be a bit 

disappointed if you go thinking that and you walk around the streets and 

people look quite (.) plain (.) and people wear very (.) long conservative 

clothes (.) and (.) I think they’re less outlandish with their fashion than 

here (.) but (.) generally with that they are very (.) chic and very classic I 

think is the look gone for by people (.) and you get (.) I guess you get (.) 

as you get anywhere (.) people who will dress more or less excitingly than 

others and different age groups will (.) have different (.) styles but (1) I feel 

like there is always an aim for very kind of classic (1) I don’t know (1) erm 

(.) almost kind of traditional but (.) very chic and tailored things. I don’t 

know (1)  

erm (1) and (1) err (.) art (.) I’ve (.) been (.) to (1) quite a few galleries in 

Paris (.) Paris has many many art galleries and (.) famous painters and (1) 

erm an historical (1) reputation for (.) great art (.) erm (.) you get places 
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like the Louvre and the Musee d’Orsay which have very kind of classic (1) 

they take you through all the great painters and (1) erm (.) sculpture and 

(.) I don’t know (.) some of my favourites are (.) painters that I actually 

kind of discovered how much I loved them (.) when seeing (.) their art in 

Paris. (.) people like Manet. (.) erm he’s got some amazing paintings in 

the Louvre and they’re just so, (.) so amazing to see in person (1)  

erm (.) and then you get things like (.) erm where you get a million people 

gathered round some (.) big famous painting and it (.) can never live up to 

(.) what it’s meant to be, such as the Mona Lisa (.) which I don’t know how 

easy it is to see it ever because I think the crowds are so (.) huge (1) so 

(.) I think (.) reputations like that can put people off going to actually see 

the art because (.) I mean everyone knows what the Mona Lisa is and 

what’s the difference in going to see it when it’s just full of crowds (1)  

but (.) definitely there is something about seeing those amazing paintings 

that you hear so much about and maybe see little (.) versions of on 

postcards and then when you see them in real life they’re (.) so much 

more exciting (.) erm (.) and then you get places like (.) I think it’s called 

the erm (.) I don’t know (.) here they’ve got all of Monet’s Water Lilies (1) 

and there’s just a massive, (.) well a small room of like eight or something 

massive canvasses on (.) each of the walls of all the water lilies (.) it’s 

really really great place and it’s so tiny (.) and the Musee is much smaller 

but (.) I mean he’s amazing so it’s got (.) so many great stuff (1)  

erm (.) and then you get the very modern art galleries (.) like the 

Pompidou which everyone knows what it looks like with all it’s kind of 

tunnely escalator things on the outside and (.) that’s a really great place to 

go around as well and it just looks so nice from the outside (.) erm (.) 

what’s in it is great as well but ((laughs)) erm (.) and the Palais de Tokyo 

which has great stuff always (.) well, I say always (.) I think I’ve been twice 

(.) I went one time when it was (.) I was doing work experience at a 

magazine and they took me to this ghost train (.) exhibition which was (.) 

fun (.) erm (.) and (2) so yeah (.) art good (.) erm ((laughs)) (1)  
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and (.) food (.) Paris has a (1) big food reputation (1) erm (1) and (.) it’s 

such a great place to go just (.) I went in the summer (.) by myself and it 

was just great to be able to get up and go and get a baguette (.) and 

cheese and like (.) just the most simple things and they have it 

everywhere so cheap (.) and hot and delicious (1) and it just feels like 

your living the Parisian lifestyle so that’s very fun (1)  

erm (1) and where I was staying was in Montparnasse and it’s (1) got a lot 

of erm (.) people from Brittany so there’s loads of creperies (.) and one of 

my best meals ever (.) ever (.) I don’t know if it’s ever in Paris or just ever 

was at a creperie (.) erm called Jocelyn where (.) it’s quite small and it’s 

so friendly and really fun and there’s a massive queue outside (.) but I 

think people (.) the queue moves quite fast but it’s long and everyone 

seems to have heard of this place which I didn’t realise (1) and you just go 

in (.) and just had (.) I had ham and cheese and it was simple but 

delicious and it was very cheap and it just felt like (.) cause I feel like 

there’s a lot of (.) worry and things about how expensive Paris is (.) which 

it is and it can be very expensive to eat (1) but that was just such a good 

meal (.) and it can be so cheap if you’re getting things like baguette and 

eating them at home (.) erm (2) yeah (1) 

I think (1) sport (.) I don’t really know much about (.) it’s not very in your 

face (1) there’s nothing like (.) football matches in London where you’ll get 

(.) all the tube stations shut down (.) well not really but (.) Finsbury Park 

gets a bit crowded and policed and fans roaming the streets (1) I’ve never 

seen it. 
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Text 10:  ‘What Do You Wish Someone Had Told You – Paris Île de 
France’, Trip Advisor travel forum 

 
 
7. Re: What do you wish someone had told you?  
15 August 2011, 20:35 

Wow,, so many little tips, many of them learned here. You don't have to get a Musuem pass 
to avoid long lines in many places, there are alternate entrances and online tickets and a 
bunch of other tricks.  

Having a pen and paper easy to get to is handy if you want to write down a number or have a 
shop keeper do so,, I know french numbers up to a hundred or so , but when they speak 
quickly I can get confused.  

Ignore ignore ignore,, I knew this one from relatives, but I really think its something that every 
first time visitor should learn to do when confronted by strangers wanting to "chat" have you 
sign a clip board, or give you a ring.. lol.People from big cities usually know this, but people 
from smaller cities and towns may feel they are being rude. They are not, they are being 
smart .  

Hotel rooms with shower only usually have the type of shower I am used to, the mounted one 
in a stall,, ones with tub and shower often have a hand held shower and no shower curtain, so 
you have to sit in tub and "shower" or get room soaking. I try to reserve shower only rooms.  

French people are not cold or rude, but, they are not bubbly "hi I'm Jeff your waiter for tonight 
" types either,, they are warm and wonderful with family and close friends, but there is a 
reserve that is cultural and does not mean they hate you,, just like you are not crazy cause 
you smile at passerbys( they think its weird there) ,, they are not mean cause they don't. 
Showing respect is important there, always greet( bonjour madame or monsieur) shopkeeper 
or clerk before asking for anything,, they are not your servants and feel very much to be at 
same standing as you,, the revolution meant something to them,, lol so just walking up and 
demanding something is a no no.. ( hey they will likely give it to you, but there will be an air 
about it ),, and metro kiosk workers can actually just ignore you ( I have seen them close a 
window on a rude demanding tourist once,, he just kept yelling at them louder and louder in 
english,, thinking that would help,, lol ) 

Try the stinky cheeses( being from Netherlands you probaly know this one) , they are often 
the tastiest.  

Pops and juices are expensive in restos.. get house wine and tap water.  

Its worth the metro trip out to St Denis, I guess I should be happy its not a crowded place like 
Notre Dame, but its so worth seeing if you have any interest in French history.. I loved my day 
there.  

You can't just sit on the grass anywhere in Luxembourg gardens,, there are signs everywhere 
, but I just thought this was weird,, so plan to picnic on a bench,, there is sitting grass, but on 
hot days its crowded. 
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Text 11: ‘Visiting Paris’, Mike and Sophia (transcript) 
 

Sophia: have you been to Paris  
 
Mike: yeah actually (.) I went to Paris (.) er (.) about two years ago with my 

friend (.) erm (1) I (.) was doing my placement [year] 
 
Sophia: [yeah] 
 
Mike: and I took the train up (.) erm (.) it took about an hour (1) I was living in 

Limoges 
 
Sophia: oh yeah 
 
Mike: so I went to Paris (.) about two years ago (.) have you been 
 
Sophia: yeah (.) I think I’ve been (.) once this year and then twice (.) last year 
 
Mike: okay 
 
Sophia: but it was always a really short amount of time (.) so I felt like I had to 

pack (.) [loads] 
 
Mike:  [yeah] 
 
Sophia: [of stuff into] 
 
Mike: [yeah (.) so much to do] 
 
Sophia: to one weekend (.) or  
 
Mike: yeah  
 
Sophia: I think I was there for one day (.) so (.) but we d- we did lots of stuff (.) did 

you (.) go to the Eiffel Tower 
 
Mike: yeah (.) I went erm (.) I was actually (.) freezing cold (.) went up the Eiffel 

Tower (.) erm (.) took about half an hour to queue 
 
Sophia: yeah 
 
Mike: [Just to get   ] 
 
Sophia: [that’s not very much time is it] 
 
Mike: no (.) but it took half an hour to queue to get (.) because it’s so busy (.) 

because there’s obviously so many tourists 
 
Sophia: yeah  
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Mike: it took half an hour to queue just to go and get our tickets (.) and then after 

that it took us about two hours to actually get (.) onto it (.) to get in the lift 
 
Sophia: oh you went up with the lift 
 
Mike: we went to the lift instead of the stairs 
 
Sophia: yeah 
 
Mike: cause it was really cold 
 
Sophia: I think I went up (.) once in the lift (.) and next time I was like (.) no I’m 

going to have a challenge (.) I’m going to climb it 
 
Mike: yeah 
 
((laughter)) 
 
Sophia: but it was (.) quite tiring 
 
Mike: yeah (.) so many stairs (.) isn’t there 
 
Sophia: so many stairs (.) yeah (.) what time (.) did you go (1) Cause (.) we went 

(.) right in the morning (.) so we thought we would beat the queues (1) but 
it was a really foggy day (.) so when we got to the top 

 
Mike: yeah 
 
Sophia: you couldn’t see anything (.) so it was a complete waste really 
 
Mike: yeah (.) yeah (.) I (.) I went in November 
 
Sophia: yeah 
 
Mike: an- and it was just so cold (.) I didn’t bring a coat 
 
Sophia: hmm 
 
Mike: so I was freezing (.) absolutely freezing cold 
 
Sophia: yeah 
 
Mike: it was such a bad idea ((laughs)) (.) I don’t know why I did it  
 
Sophia: yeah (.) oh no (.) do you (.) what kind of tourists did you see there 
 
Mike: what do you mean 
 
Sophia: from (.) er (.) from all countries (.) yeah 
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Mike: everywhere (2) absolutely (.) there are so many different people in Paris 
 
Sophia: yeah 
 
Mike: you never know who you’re going to see  
 
Sophia: but I’ve always felt like you can tell (.) which people are actually Parisian 

and which are tourists 
 
Mike: yeah  
 
Sophia: usually cause they’ve got like (.) erm (.) camera around their necks 
 
Mike: yeah (.) selfie stick 
 
Sophia: yeah ((laughs)) selfie sticks I saw those 
 
Mike: I love those  
 
Sophia: that’s brilliant (.) but I always thought like (.) Parisians stand out (.) they (.) 

they dress so smartly and chic 
 
Mike: yeah (.) you can tell (1) and it’s like (.) there’s a lot of different languages 

that you hear (.) going round as well (.) like 
 
Sophia: in Paris (.) yeah (.) yeah (.) 
 
Mike: yeah (.) there’s a lot of people you don’t understand  
 
Sophia: yeah 
 
Mike: I mean like there’s (.) the majority of people (.) don’t really (.) aren’t really 

speaking English when you’re there (.) I find  
 
Sophia: yeah (.) yeah (.) true (1) what was your impression of erm (.) the Paris (.) 

Parisian waiters 
 
Mike: erm (.) like I find them a little bit rude sometimes  
 
Sophia: did you 
 
Mike: yeah (.) like sometimes (.) when they know that you’re English 
 
Sophia: hmm  
 
Mike: if you say (.) sometimes they’ll (.) realise that you’re English (.) and they’ll 

start trying to speak to you in English (.) and then if you try to speak to 
them sometimes in French (.) they don’t like it  
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Sophia: oh really 
 
Mike: yeah 
 
Sophia: cause I (.) I thought (.) I always thought that if you (.) tried to speak French 

to them that they (.) they’d appreciate it much more than you’d be like (.) 
hoy (1) speak English  

 
Mike: I (.) yeah (.) I feel like sometimes (.) you get looked down at because of 

your accent (.) if your accent isn’t it  
 
Sophia: oh really 
 
Mike: yeah (.) that’s what I felt anyway when I was in Paris  
 
Sophia: yeah (.) I’m not sure (.) I think I had a good experience (1) well (.) at least 

when I tried to speak French it was (1)  
 
Mike: yeah  
 
Sophia: if it went well (.) yeah (.) Oh nice (1) and er (.) have you (.) been to (.) did 

you go to the (.) see the Mona (.) Mona Lisa 
 
Mike: no (.) I haven’t been (.) inside the (.) Louvre (.) I’ve (.) just been outside it 

(.) I haven’t actually been inside (.) have you seen it 
 
Sophia: yeah but the queues were huge (1) really off-putting  
 
Mike: were they 
 
Sophia: but (.) they move really quickly  
 
Mike: weren’t you saying the other day that it’s (.) the Mona Lisa’s like (1) barred 

off with like a  
 
Sophia: it’s got (.) it’s got bullet (.) proof glass round it  
 
Mike: bullet-proof glass (.) yeah  
 
Sophia: yeah (.) but it kind of it was so packed there were so many people around 

it (.) it took away [the experience] 
 
Mike:  [it is really busy] (.) I found all of the (.) like attractions 

are so busy aren’t they 
 
Sophia: yeah where else did you go 
 
Mike: er I went (.) to the (.) Sacré-Cœur. I went inside it  
 
Sophia: is that the one on the hill (.) when you can (.) see over 
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Mike: yeah (.) right on the top (.) yeah  
 
Sophia: all of Paris (.) oh yeah there was a man playing a harp when I went there  
 
Mike: yeah  
 
Sophia: it’s (.) it was really (.) quite romantic 
 
Mike: yeah 
 
Sophia: that would be the (.) ideal (.) [Paris           ]  
 
Mike:   [th- there’s a] lot of pickpockets around that 

area that’s the thing I found most (.) about France  
 
Sophia: ah  
 
Mike: well (.) Paris is that there are so many pickpockets and you have to be so 

careful 
 
Sophia: is that why they come up to you [and they put ] 
 
Mike:  [And they      ] 
 
Sophia: like a bracelet on your hand  
 
Mike: yeah (.) they sometimes (.) they make like a ring with like string around 

your finger  
 
Sophia: and then they say (.) they put it on you 
 
Mike: yeah  
 
Sophia: and then they say €10 
 
Mike: yeah (.) and meanwhile someone is (.) behind you stealing your stuff 
 
Sophia: really  
 
Mike: yeah (.) that’s sometimes what they do (.)I’ve seen videos of it happening 
 
Sophia: oh I’ll have to look out for that  
 
Mike: yeah it’s quite scary actually (1) I remember (.) I was walking down the (.) 

s-steps of the Sacré-Cœur and (1) these four guys stood in front of me 
 
Sophia: hmm  
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Mike: I think they were French (.) or I think they might have been Turkish or 
something (.) four guys stood in front of me (.) so I couldn’t get down (.) 
the bottom of the steps 

 
Sophia: right 
 
Mike: and one of them put his hand on my chest 
 
Sophia: oh 
 
Mike: and he (.) like stopped me from moving  
 
Sophia: [really       ] 
 
Mike: [and it was] just really scary yeah (.) and he said (.) you’ve (.) erm (.) I’ve 

got to tie this thing around your hand otherwise I’m not letting you walk 
down the stairs 

 
Sophia: right  
 
Mike: and I was like (.) no (.) so my friend just like pushed them all out of the 

way and 
 
Sophia: really 
 
Mike: it was really scary actually 
 
Sophia: do you think they were going to (.) take your money 
 
Mike: yeah that’s what I thought so I just had my hands in my pockets  
 
Sophia: hmm  
 
Mike: and I just thought I just need to get away and it was really scary  
 
Sophia: well that’s (.) really scary 
 
Mike: yeah (.) that was the main (.) like (.) negative thing that I found about Paris  
 
Sophia: did you and did you go up to the Montmartre the area surrounding the 

Sacré-Cœur  
 
Mike: er yeah (.) I went round there (.) but I didn’t really (.) look a lot because we 

had a bit of a tight schedule  
 
Sophia: d- s- th- they even did it with the portraits (.) like a man came up to me 

and (.) had a (.) a (.) a sketch pad 
 
Mike: yeah  
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Sophia: and he started drawing me  
 
Mike: yeah  
 
Sophia: and I said oh I don’t want that cause I knew he was going to ask me for 

money once he (.) did it  
 
Mike: yeah 
 
Sophia: but I (.) I saw a lot of tourists getting like (.) lulled in and (.) did actually 

end up paying for a picture 
 
Mike: yeah sometimes they’ll do it (.) won’t they  
 
Sophia: yeah  
 
Mike: I just think I don’t want that so I’m not (.) going to pay for it  
 
Sophia: you’ve just got (.) I think you’ve got to be firm as a tourist  
 
Mike: you’ve got to be firm and just say no and walk off  
 
Sophia: because they probably prey on tourists don’t they 
 
Mike: yeah  
 
Mike: how did you like (.) get around did you go on the Métro  
 
Sophia: yeah we well we walked a bit cause we wanted to see some (.) some of 
 the sites 
 
Mike: yeah  
 
Sophia: it’s easier if you’re not on the Métro packed in  
 
Mike: yeah the Métro (.) it’s so packed 
 
Sophia: like sardines 
 
Mike: yeah (.) it’s ridiculous  
 
Sophia: but it was (.) yeah (.) did you ever hear those blokes playing (.) well not 
 always blokes (.) I think there was a woman once (1) erm (.) playing like 
 (.) it was kind of like folk music on the Métro  
 
Mike: what (.) like an accordion 
 
Sophia: yeah (.) yeah 
 
Mike: yeah (.) yeah (.) they do that (.) don’t they 
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Sophia: I loved that  
 
Mike: it’s really like (.) you think about stereotypical French people playing an 
 accordion  
 
Sophia:  yeah (.) yeah 
 
Mike: but you actually do do (.) you do see that.  
 
Sophia: but then again they come round with the hats and they expect you to give 
 them money for it.  
 
Mike: to give them money (.) it’s like  
 
Sophia: if you (.) you have to like pretend not to [dance] 
 
Mike: ((laughs)) [yeah ] 
 
Sophia: or to enjoy it cause otherwise they’ll come up to you with the hat  
 
Mike: just don’t give them eye contact cause otherwise ((laughs)) they’ll make 
 you pay 
 
Sophia: yeah (.) ((laughs)) oh it’s brilliant 
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Text 12: Rick Steves’ Walking Tour of the Louvre Museum (podcast and 
maps) 

 
 
Due to copyright restrictions this text is not available.  However, the podcast can be 
accessed from the following website:  
http://podcasts.ricksteves.com/walkingtours/Louvre_Museum.mp3 
 
In the full anthology, a transcript of the first six minutes (approximately) of the 
podcast will be available. The transcript will be accompanied by maps which can be 
viewed on the following website: 
http://www.ricksteves.com/watch-read-listen/audio/audio-tours/map-audiotours-paris-
louvre.pdf 
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Text 13: French Milk 
 
 
Due to copyright restrictions this text is not available. For information, Text 13 will 
include pages 43 – 51, from French Milk by Lucy Knisley. 
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Text 15: ‘Memories of places in Paris’, Isabelle and Sophia (transcript) 
 

Isabella: ‘Le Parc Monceau’ (recounted to a friend in England) 

one of the places in Paris that's always meant a lot to me and has changed quite a 

bit is a (.) beautiful park called le Parc Monceau it's (.) um (.) it's always been 

relatively close to where I've lived because even though I've moved around quite a 

bit (.) I've always stayed in the same sort of area (1)  

and it started off as just where I went to play (.) it was near a bilingual school my 

friends went to (.) so we used to go and play in the park there (1) and they had these 

ponies that you could get rides on and go all the way around the park (1) now (.) 

looking back (.) I feel a bit sorry for them because they were probably not treated 

very well (.) but it was nice back then to be able to sit on a pony and go riding (1) 

later on (1) it's where we were taken after school by our nanny to go and (1) usually 

play on the swings (1) but the guy (.) who manned the swings (.) he was so mean (.) 

so we (.) sort of (.) stayed away from that and just went back to the green areas and 

played in the park (1) 

after (.) when I went to school (.) because my school was only (.) sort of (.) about 10-

minutes' walk from this park (.) we used to have all our lunch breaks there (1) 

occasionally skive off during the afternoon and go and chill there in summer (.) 

mainly (.) it was just really nice to have an area that had a bit of everything (.) 

because there were parks (.) er (1) there was (.) an area with benches where you 

could sit quite comfortably (.) with a lot of people and do group work (1)  

there were some sort of old ruins that were scattered there (2) I'm not sure how 

legitimate they were (1) I think they were probably just placed there (.) but they were 

fun to climb on and just (1) be near (1) or you could be near the waterfall (.) and 

listen to the sound of water rushing down (.) it made it a nice er comfortable spot for 

hanging out with friends (1)  

and even though the park closed quite early (.) it was easy to get back into later 

because (1) there were (.) erm (1) beautiful Haussmanian buildings all the way round 

(.) and we had friends who lived there (.) so they still had access to the park and 

would be able to come there later in the evening (.) and just enjoy (1) a meal later at 

night (.) with some candles or something like that (1) 
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so (1) yeah (1) it's interesting how from (1) the place I'd have gone to (.) as (1) a 

really small child just to ride around on a pony (1) to the place where I finished some 

of my most important assessments (.) to (1) yeah (.) finish college (.) all in the same 

areas (.) some of them in the exact same place by the exact same waterfall (1)  

and (1) yeah (.) got a lot of people there (.) a lot of variety because it was by the 

bilingual school (1) really all sorts of nationalities (1) from the really elegant French 

women (.) pushing (.) sort of (.) manicured (.) manicured babies in pushchairs (.) 

cigarette in hand (.) you could smell the cigarettes (1) and [literally storming through 

the park (1) to people who (.) just (.) sort of (.) just wandering through not entirely 

sure where they are (.) thinking (.) maybe we should take pictures of this (1) maybe 

it's relevant (.) is it very Parisian? I'm sure it's very chic (.) let's take a picture anyway 

(1) go stand there (1)  

and you've just got a whole lot of variety (.) it was really fun to people watch 

 

Sophia: ‘The train into Paris’ (told to a friend while on a train journey from 
Charles de Gaulle airport to the centre of Paris) 

so when I got the train from (.) Charles de Gaulle Airport into (.) Central Paris (.) I 

took the, erm, (.) the regional train service we’re on (.) that (.) like (.) goes through 

these (.) suburbs (1) and it was quite interesting to see these (1) quite deprived 

areas (1) erm (.) with high-rise (1) flats (.)  and (1) you just could tell it was 

completely different to the (1) much more (1) the rich areas of Paris (.) with these 

huge mansions and (1) the kind of people that were there in comparison to these 

suburbs (1) 

and this is all just so amazing to see (.) how quickly (.) I mean (.) one minute you're 

(1) going through this area ((points out of the train window)) (1) to the complete 

opposite (1) in the next minute (.) so (1) I even saw a family (.) a whole family (1) 

living (1) in the streets over there ((points)) (1) they had a (.) a double-bed mattress 

(.) and there was (1) a grandma (.) the mother (1) a baby (.) a tiny baby crying (1) 

and it was just extreme (.) poverty within this (1) this beautiful city and (2) just 

shocking really 
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Text 16: ‘Ten Things My Kids Say They Will Miss About Paris’, from Just 
Another American in Paris (blog) 
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Text 17: ‘18 Months Later…’, from Just Another American in Paris (blog) 
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Text 18: ‘Encore Une Fois’, from Just Another American in Paris (blog) 
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Text 19: ‘Travelling to Paris with a grandchild’, Gransnet forum 
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Text 25: On Paris 
 
 
Due to copyright restrictions this text is not available. For information, Text 25 will 
include pages 16 – 22, from On Paris by Ernest Hemingway 
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Text 26: Foreign Correspondent: Paris in the Sixties 
 
 
Due to copyright restrictions this text is not available. For information, Text 26 will 
include pages 12 – 28, from Foreign Correspondent: Paris in the Sixties by Peter 
Lennon. 
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Text 27: ‘Paris Riots 1968’, British Pathé 
 

 

 
 
 

Transcript 

((Dramatic newsreel style music)) 

Narrator: France (.) May 1968 (.) a nation of strikes (.) of violence (.) a 

country paralysed across its length and breadth (.) the simmering of unrest 

amongst its student population rapidly boiled (.) then boiled over (.) citizens 

from every walk of life from every class became involved (.) unrest which 

had lurked beneath the surface spilled into the open (.) France had been 

brought to its knees by a disenchanted majority who wanted more money 

better working conditions and a shake-up in the social system (.) chaos ruled 

the streets (2) while the banks took stock of their reserves and eventually 

closed (.) housewives hunted for food as supplies dwindled (3) earlier at the 

Assembly the French parliament leading politicians from all parties arrived for 

a motion of censure against the government (.) ((music stops, Monsieur 

Pompidou speaks)) Monsieur Pompidou, the Prime Minister spoke 

convincingly against the motion he won by a majority of eleven votes (.) but 

the dispute was gaining ground in the streets (.) ((sounds of mass chanting)) 

even before it had reached this stage the government had set up urgent talks 

to control the conflict (.) it was too late (3) ((chanting reaches a crescendo)) 

that night, the Latin Quarter of Paris became a battleground (5) ((shouting, 

dramatic music begins again)) the Prime Minister and leading government 
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members (.) desperately tried to stem the flood of dissent but it was no use 

(9) 

((music stops, concerted chanting)) 

Narrator: ((background noise of chanting)) despite appeals for discipline and 

calm from less militant, demonstrating leaders (.) big trouble was looming (5) 

((booming sound)) the mob was incensed by the sight of riot police (.) sanity 

and social ((sounds of gunshot)) responsibility were forgotten (28) 

((sounds of commotion and rioting: tree falling, whistles, gunshots and sirens)) 

Narrator: during this dramatic night of bloodshed and terror, there were 

similar scenes in many centres of provincial France (.) ((dramatic music 

begins again)) workers were already talking of victory (.) but still General de 

Gaulle remained silent (2) on the French-German border more than five 

hundred students from both countries waited for left wing student leader 

Daniel Cohn-Bendit (1) Red Danny as he is known had been expelled from 

France (.) he refused to acknowledge his expulsion and told his supporters 

Narrator speaking as Daniel Cohn-Bendit: my expulsion will not solve the 

problems of France (.) I will come back (3) 

Narrator: Red Danny was eventually escorted out of France (3) 

((music stops, chanting starts)) 

Narrator: on the day that General de Gaulle at last agreed to address the 

nation (.) members of trade union movements marched peacefully and with 

order through the streets of the capital (7) ((concerted chanting, General de 

Gaulle speaks)) could the general President of the French Republic, solve his 

country's turmoil (.) he said he recognised the necessity for social changes 

and promised there would be reform (.) but he emphasised (.) there must be 

law and order (.) the country must come first (.) in so many words he said the 

strikes must end (.) negotiations must begin quickly to get France moving 

once more (.) his speech ended ((booming sound)) long live France (1) 

((gunshots)) it was a typically stirring speech but it failed (.) the unrest and 

violence had spread rapidly (.) in Paris (.) it was a night of wild disorder (12) 

((sounds of commotion and rioting: gunshots, mortar fire, and vehicles)) 

Narrator: the Latin Quarter was rocked with a violence such as it had never 
known before (44) 102



((increased sounds of commotion and rioting: gunshots, mortar fire, vehicles 

and sirens)) 

Narrator: during this terrible night that Paris will never forget there were four 

hundred casualties among the demonstrators (.) a hundred and fifty police 

were injured (25) 

((sounds of commotion and rioting continue: gunshots, vehicles and sirens)) 

((dramatic music starts again)) 

Narrator: in the early hours of the morning (.) a stunned France was 

counting its wounds (.) Paris looked like a blitz city (.) General de Gaulle's 

personal strength had failed to bring the nation back into line (.) he had called 

for a referendum on his leadership for June 16th (.) but had said that he might 

retire at the end of the year (.) an indication that he expects to win that 

referendum (.) but still very much under the pall and tension of the unbridled 

violence (.) discussions between the government employers and unions go on 

(8) ((music reaches a crescendo)) as spectators from across the channel we 
can only hope that reason is quickly restored 

((music continues for a few seconds, then stops abruptly)) 
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Text 30: ‘Paris: Fine French Food’, Lonely Planet travel video 
 
 

 
 
 

Transcript 

((French style music plays: violin, double-bass and percussion.)) 

((written appears across screen: Lonely Planet logo)) (4) 

((written text appears across the screen: ‘Paris Fine French Food’)) 

Narrator: in Paris food and wine is an obsession and the city stands as the culinary 

centre of the most gastronomic country in the world (1) here the restaurant comes in 

many guises and price ranges (.) from ultra-budget canteens to three-star Michelin 

gourmet (.) choose wisely and you'll be rewarded with fresh local ingredients (.) a 

reliance on natural flavours and a flamboyant display of expert techniques 

((written text appears across the screen: ‘The restaurant as we know it was born in 

Paris in 1765, with a small business selling soups and other restaurants 

(restoratives).’)) 

((music stops, whooshing sound, new accordion-centric music plays)) 
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Narrator: (7) there are dozens of premium wine-producing regions throughout 

France (.) and the country's refinement of viticultural skills have made French wine a 

benchmark for quality 

((conversations in French in the background)) 

Narrator: (.) France also boasts over 500 varieties of cheese (.) so there's plenty on 

offer from the local fromagerie (.) merchants often let you sample what's on offer 

before you buy (.) and they're pretty generous with their advice 

((written text appears across the screen: ‘The blue-green veins running through 

Roquefort cheese are the seeds of microscopic mushrooms.’)) 

((music ends, whooshing sound, new music starts: violin, double bass and 

percussion)) 

Narrator: (7) the baguette is a French national icon with over 80% of the population 

tucking into one at every meal (1) the recipe for baguette dough is even strictly 

defined under French law (2) Parisians love their desserts (.) and judging by the 

eye-catching displays at patisseries across the city (.) they can't get enough of them 

(.) the most common house specialities are fruit tarts éclairs (.) and pastries 

stacked with cream (1) wherever you go in Paris (.) if you approach food and wine 

with even half the enthusiasm that the French do (.) you'll be welcomed encouraged 

(.) and very well fed 

((written text appears across screen: Lonely Planet logo)) (4) 

((music stops)) 
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Text 32: ‘Eating in Paris’, Isabelle, Mike and Sophia (transcript) 
  

Isabelle: I’ve spent about (.) 20 plus years eating (.) in sort of everyday settings and 

French restaurants and with French food so it’s sort of become (.) not 

banal to me but very every day (1) what would be your sort of highlights 

and lowlights of (.) French cuisine 

Mike: I’d have to say that (1) a highlight would be that you get to try (.) loads of 

stuff that’s completely different to anything you’d eat in England, so I had 

snails (.) [in a rest] 

Sophia:  [did you ] 

Mike: yeah (.) I had snails 

Sophia eugh  

Mike:  they were garlic (.) snails (.) and (.) I’m not going to lie (.) it tasted like (.) 

mud (.) mixed with 

Sophia: what have you ever eaten mud before 

Mike: no but it tasted like what I imagine (.) earth to taste like 

((laughter))  

Sophia: really 

Mike: yeah 

Sophia: so it wasn’t an enjoyable experience 

Mike: no (.) it was just (.) it was basically it tasted like mud mixed with garlic 

((laughter)) 

Isabelle: it (.) used to be my favourite (.) meal 

Sophia: really 
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Isabelle:  I literally (.) I would ask for my birthday to have (.) snails, escargot (.) and 

(.) chips 

Sophia: [so you’d] 

Mike: [snails and chips] 

Isabelle: snails and chips (1) it was my birthday meal 

Sophia: is that what they come as standard in a restaurant 

Isabelle: no (.) in a restaurant (1) I mean all the restaurants I went to in Paris that 

had snails you’d have a- a little dish with snails (.) some extra garlic (.) 

and then some bread for the sauce 

Sophia: right 

Isabelle: that you’d (.) dip into (.) the garlic  

Sophia: okay  

Mike: hmm 

Isabelle: to sort of (.) sauce it up  

Sophia: would you say a lot of people will pick that on the menu (1) more French 

people or tourists 

Isabelle: I don’t know (.) I feel that it’s more for the tourists because only (.) only 

very (.) in my experience only the very nice restaurants would have nice 

snails 

Sophia: really 

Isabelle:  otherwise it’s just sort of something to (.) pull people in 

Mike: what do you mean by nice s- snails  

((laughter)) 

Isabelle: nicely done (1) well (.) you know they can be a bit chewy and gummy if 

they’re not (.) made properly 
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Mike: yeah 

Isabelle: It’s the same thing with frog legs 

Mike: eugh 

Isabelle: you don’t really get frog legs in restaurants (.) it’s just 

Mike: have you eaten those 

Sophia: I’ve never had them (.) I’ve never even 

Mike: no me neither  

Sophia: yeah (.) I think (.) they were on the menu some (.) in some restaurants in 

Paris  

Mike: yeah  

Sophia: but (.) yeah. I don’t know (.) maybe (.) I’d be more inclined to eat (.) frogs 

legs than (.) snails though 

Isabelle: that’s so weird because snails smell so good because of the garlic (.) and 

(.) you know actually the texture’s not that bad (.) you kind of just swallow 

it 

Mike: hmm 

Sophia: how long do they cook them for 

Isabelle: I’m not sure 

Sophia: no 

Isabelle: not (.) not very long 

Sophia: well (.) talking about (.) length of cooking (.) I think I had some dodgy (.) 

moules frites ((laughs)), so mussels and chips (.) in a restaurant (.) I don’t 

know if they cooked them long enough because (.) I got pretty ill after that 
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experience (.) but I was brave and I went back and (.) like six months later 

and (.) tried it again and was fine 

Mike: but did they, did they taste nice (.) Did you like the taste of them 

Sophia: yeah (.) really nice 

Mike: yeah  

Sophia: I liked the idea of it as well (.) It felt very (1) French 

Mike: yeah 

Isabelle: there’s a restaurant chain in Paris called Leon de Bruxelles (.) which just 

specialises in mussels and chips 

Sophia: do they (.) what (.) they just sell that 

Isabelle: they do other stuff (.) but their main appeal is we do mussels and chips 

Mike: hmm 

Isabelle: I don’t know (.) I remember going to it and being fascinated by it even 

though I hated mussels  

Sophia: hmm 

Isabelle: ah they just (.) eugh they don’t taste nice  

Mike: yeah 

Isabelle: and they look weird 

Sophia: aeah 

Isabelle: they (.) I was there for the chips (.)  [I’ll be honest  ] 

Mike:  [just the chips] 

((laughter)) 

Isabelle: just the – I was there for the chips  

((laughter))  
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Sophia: It’s quite expensive though isn’t it because I (.) I find (.) well (.) Paris 

prices (.)  [they are               ] 

Mike:  [really expensive] you don’t get much food at all as well  

Sophia: no  

Mike: but you get free bread 

Isabelle: yeah (.) you get the bread  

Mike: and it (.) it’s the best bread in the world as well 

Sophia: and I love the fact that there’s about (.) like five or [six courses]  

Mike:         [yeah          ] 

Sophia: when you go out (.) [to eat]   

Mike:  [yeah ] 

Sophia: in Paris or in (.) France 

Isabelle: so for you moules frites was the worst (.) what was your worst restaurant 

experience in Paris  

Mike: oh I (.) didn’t know how to (.) ask for (.) like you know (.) when you get a 

(.) steak cooked 

Isabelle: [yeah] 

Sophia: [yeah] 

Mike: someone (.) told me that erm (1) like (.) cooked was (.) you know the one 

where they don’t actually cook 

Isabelle: ((laughs)) oh (.) bleu  

Sophia: what’s it called 

Mike: the bleu (.) yeah  

Sophia: bleu  
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Mike: yeah (.) and it’s basically just (1) mince (.) beef with an egg on top 

Sophia: eugh (.) oh no I’ve seen that 

Mike: that’s all it is ((laughter)) 

Sophia: it looked disgusting  

Mike: and I got it and I was like (1) “what is this” ((laughter)) “don’t want that” 

Sophia: what’s that (.) what’s that other stuff it’s called like Andouille 

Isabelle: Andouille (.) Andou-ille (.) ah (.) yeah 

Mike: yeah (.) what’s that (.) we saw that (.) yeah 

Sophia: it (.) it’s like (.) 27 layers of intestines 

Mike: from what  

Sophia: I think [it’s pork] 

Isabelle:  [pork     ] 

Sophia: I think it’s pork  

Mike: that’s disgusting 

Sophia: and you can get it in a sausage as well 

Mike: why would you eat that 

Isabelle: it’s fine cuisine I mean (.) it’s not necessarily right down my alley 

Sophia: eugh 

Isabelle: but where they make  

Mike: but why would you want to eat that [that’s disgust]  

Isabelle:   [you have the] blood and guts on one 

side but then you have (.) all the lovely patisseries on the other 

Sophia: yeah (.) okay 
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Isabelle: you take the good with the bad 

Sophia: the smell of those in the streets it’s just (.) especially in the morning when 

I’m a bit (.) peckish (.) but I don’t want something too much (.) I just go 

and (.) get myself a croissant 

Mike: yeah croissants 

Isabelle: ah it’s chouquettes (.) I miss (.) the most  

Sophia: are those those little things (.) like (.) like little balls of (.) kind of air but 

they’ve got sugar on (.) the outside 

Isabelle: yeah (.) they’re (.) tiny little choux balls  

Mike: oh I’ve had those before (.) yeah 

Isabelle: and they’ve got sugar (.) and they’re so crunchy  

Sophia: are they like (.) for a specific time of year (.) in France 

Isabelle: all year round 

Sophia: all year round 

Isabelle:  oh yeah ((laughter)) 
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